Science Faculty Learning Technology Consultant

The Learning Technology Consultant for the Faculty of Science is Nick Rea
The Learning Technology Officer for the Faculty of Science is Nicholas Cameron

Training courses

**Key Moodle Basics**
An introduction to Moodle for new staff, those who have been using Moodle for a little while or those who would like to explore more than the minimal aspects of Moodle
Suitable for academic or admin staff.

[Book for Key Moodle Basics]

**Rogo Training** Rogo training dates

Drop-in sessions for the Faculty of Science
Once live sessions restart, I'm happy to come over and provide training sessions on the learning technologies supported by UoN.
We run a daily online Digital Learning Drop-in sessions in MS Teams.

More information

[Moodle help website]
[Learning Technology Blog]
Follow us on Twitter: @lntnottingham

Contact us

nicholas.rea@nottingham.ac.uk
nicholas.cameron2@nottingham.ac.uk